I. INTRODUCTION
Profit is the goal for a trading company. But the other side, the tight level of competition in the business world and it is refered that the company can be continued to evaluate themselves, many techniques have been applied to a variety of domains in business and, including performaning, finance especially for employee. One way, the objective is to drawn the condition and evalution of the company. Some result obtained were calculated the profit every month. and the result will be analayzed the profit based on variabels and arranged it as the target one period. It is calculated to get some variables the seller -buyer about the stock of goods and the only thing matter is the chronology of work. Every last month in christ. Many effected of variables about the loss -profit every period, therefore the best way is analyzed to get information with correct and deeply. But also the information will be received as the progress for taking decision.
The reseacher has been done for a trading company of CV Budi Jaya. The company is sold the packaging food Discovery includes predection, through which the analysis finds patterns to help the problem about factor analysis and effect of profit achievment. Following these two goals the reseacher has been applied to effect the progress of profit. The factor is refered about material of evaluation but the instact is not presented., because it is only showed about to the seller. The company will be obtained through big seller. An important issue in this company can be increased the profit but it is not focused or maximal as the effect of lost in this company.
In the following section, the reseacher will be focused to explain by using Rough Set method . this method are described here to show the diversity of the problems that Rough Set can handle. The data sets applied to Rosetta version 1.4.41. the reseacher will be compared and arranged the financial raport from the data of the company financial. This Rough Set method has been used Rodríguez (2013). This aim of study is to learn the situation about Current state of the art of algorithms this condition made therough set well suited for this method as the efective way to the Solar photovoltaic and isolation of Solar photovoltaic. the Rough sets for the identification and significant variables in the production of photovoltaic energy with through isolation system [1] .
The most important problems that can be solved by Rough Set method so this study found that the variables rule to arranged profit and lost as the process of data mining method then rough followed by tools Rosetta version 1.4.41 for including new knowledge.
Limitation in which the methods are divided into three types: 1. Implementation is used rought set method to analayze the calculation of distributor company in Our Business of CV Budi Jaya 2. Found the rule of variables and arranged the profit/lost with suitable about the data mining process and rough set method. 3. Testing about the decision system use dextraction process by Tools Rosetta versi 1.4.41.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to the standart of financial accounting No. 25 (IAI, 2007) , said that the profit as the main report to show the performance of a company during a certain period. Information about the company's performance, especially for making decisions about the economic resources and a company will be managed to the future [2] .
Data mining algorithm based on rough set method discussed, which is used to extract decision-making rule from data set. The basic concepts of rough set method are introduced and used in the algorithm. An example that uses the algorithm to acquire designing rule from the knowledge Database. It is related about Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) which is refered to the broad process of finding knowledge in data, and emphasizes the "high-level" application of particular data mining methods, or this application of algorithms for extracting patterns from data without the additional steps of the KDD [3] .
In here there are divided of process of finding knowledge in data [4] Data mining has emerged as a discipline that contributes tools for data analysis, discovery of new knowledge, and autonomous decision making. In here, the basic concepts of rough set theory and other aspects of data mining are introduced. The rough set theory offers a viable approach for extraction of decision rules from data sets. [5] . We can drwan the picture in bellow it Data mining is also the computing process of discovering patterns in large data sets involving methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, knowlege [6] . The Rough Set method rough set, first described by Polish computer scientist Zdzisław Pawlak. In terms of a pair of sets which give the lower and the upper approximation of the original set. As the tool of match to handle uncertain or less common [7] .Rough set theory is one of many methods that can be employed to analyse uncertain (including vague) systems, although less common than more traditional methods of probability, statistics, [8] . In the Rough Sets Theory, information systems are used to represent knowledge. The notion of an information [9]:
1. Formed the Informasi System.tabel 2. Formed Decision System tabel as the basic former of Equivalen Class. In roughset, can be defined a data set and then A data set is represented as a table; every column represents an attribute that can be measured for each objects.." This  table is called an information table: Where U is a finite sets of objectives (universe), and A setter is not empaty of attribute:
For each ∈ . Set is a value set of a.U={e1, e2,…, em}is domain of the example collection and A={a1, a2, .., an}is called of attribute about Conditions with sequence.
b. Decission System
In using the information system, found that the outcome The concept of decisionmaking is to primarily allow the user needed information to make particular decisions. The Decision system can be drawn as follows: (3) where : U = {x1, x2, . . . ,xm} y is domain of the example.collection A = {a, a2, . . . , an}is value of attribute collection with sequence or attribute. C = Decision attributes.
c. Equivalence Class
Equivalence class is collected with familiar the objects and signed attribute in A  (U, A).
d. Discernibility Matrix
Definition of Discerniblity Matrix: is given IS A=(U,A) and B  A, discernibility matrix from A to MB, where the entry MB(I,j) consists of attribute collection which is different between object Xi and Xj. 
f. Reduct
Reduct is the selection of maximal attribute(interesting attribute).This provides a logic foundation for the study of reducts. On this basis, the researcher studied reduction construction by using Prime Implicant and determine sets of reduct.
g. Gerated Rules
The next process is refered to the overall process of discovering useful knowledge from database through It involved the extraction rules of the decision system.
III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Decission system will be followed the process of system as follows: Table 1 shown the Decision Systems in this reseach. It is related n object, E1, E2, E3, E4,......,E48 and condition attributeas the sale, purchase, Warehouse stock, and operating expense while the profit is showed the decision attribute.
Decission System from Rosetta which has been imported into the system through Data input procedure. The procedure is illustrated in this Figure 4 shown the results of the reduct process and performed with the result of a minimum attribute about 8 (eight) in pairs. then this attribute-will be showed in this attribute to do the general rule. Result of the general rule is shown through Rosetta process in this Figure 5 . After finished the process . we can input, they were : Decision System, Equivelence Class, Discernibility Matrix Modulo D, Reduction until we found that the former new knowledge, we found that the output as the result of Generated Rules. We can see Based on the result of generated rule were 13 (thirteen) rules or new knowledge composed of the attributes. After that the reseacher has been done to analysis the rule of Sales Attribute about 9 times and Attribute of operating expense were 5 times, Purchase Attribute were 4 times, and stock Warehouse were 5 times . So we can be seen that the attribute to define the achievement of profit from the calculation of profit/loss and appeared the sale attribute because the attribute got the highest number. after Sale, The next attribute got the high numbers are Operating Expenses and Warehouse Stock. They got the same of numbers and also appeared as the second occurrence. Then the last attribute got the smallest number is Purchase.
company. In here, this description about traditional system and new system.
a. Traditional System
Traditional system is to difined the variable which the profit can be included yes or no, it is showed about variable to ignore other variables, but also effected to the profit. Then the impact will be happened to conduce the evaluation of the company performance especially for our company of CV Budi Jaya because it was non-compliance in our company and then appread the loss.
b. New System
Some the right way to do the new system. The data mining by used rough set method to solve the problems and Rosetta 1.4.41 (testing tool) as the result about parameters and got target the profit to a new knowledge as follows:
Information Searching
In this process, the information searching used tools Rosetta 1.4.41 because it was efectively and easy and assisted through the process in the rough set method from decission system data about profit/loss as efective way to the attribute and known every period for accounting. Then we found the right result when we used by manually and we will be Spared the human error.
GeneratingKnowledge
We used this tools Rosetta 1.4.41, Knowledgewe can seen with perfectly, clear, good parameters or we called that Reductand got the General Rules. This reseach will be detailed.
V. CONCLUSION
Based on result the chapter I to chapter IV the reseacher has been done to take the conclution which is used for reader or many reseachers. In other side this reseach can be usefull for us. Therefore, a conclusion in this study are: 
